
1The Antiphysial ReviewFounded and Edited by M. Apostol 184 (2012)ISSN 1453-4436Commentaries on the book �The Field�, author L. MTaggart(Romanian version 2009)M. ApostolDepartment of Theoretial Physis, Institute of Atomi Physis,Magurele-Buharest MG-6, POBox MG-35, Romaniaemail: apoma�theory.nipne.roTo Stelian and Camelia for their faith in Siene and Sienti� ResearhSine a long time ago, a lot of stories have wandered around the world about strange phenomenasuh as telepathy, telekinesis, homeopathy, ghosts and phantoms, energy �eld, remote distanehealing, et, et. On one hand, they have a whi� of siene, on the other hand, they do not seemquite redible. I do not get sared (easily) of ghosts, I would be able to walk alone in a graveyard atnight. Besides, Physis has shown me enough mirales and wonders to no longer have a �sensitivenature�. It is regrettable, however, that assertions and ommentaries on the foregoing phenomenaare left exlusively to some improvised researhers instead of being sienti�ally evaluated byinstitutions pretending to be speialized in sienti� researh. The above mentioned book presentsa series of suh phenomena in a slightly sensational journalisti style with a tinge of siene whihwas aught by the author during her interviews with some researhers. In the following I willomment that part whih seems more sienti�.A �rst aspet disussed in the book refers to zero-point energy (the �utuations of eletromagneti�eld). First of all, the English physis term �zero-point energy� is rendered inorretly intoRomanian as �the energy of zero point� - I do not know the exat formulation used by the authorin the book. We de�nitely do not say �zero �eld�, not even �zero-point �eld� (the Romaniantranslation is bad, the author herself is not very aquainted with this subjet, the translationinreases the onfusion, so that it is very hard to speak a ommon language with these people).The general idea is that zero-point energy would be an in�nite resoure of aessible energy. Itis not unlikely that this energy may be an important reality we an rely on. On the other hand,there were and are many who did not and do not like Quantum Mehanis. They do all theyan to avoid it, to replae it with Classial Physis. In this ontext it is brought into disussiona publiation of T. Boyer (Phys. Rev. 182 1374 (1969), entitled: �Derivation...� and translated�Deviation...�, whih is something else altogether). (Suh attempts are desribed in detail byP. W. Milloni, Phys. Reps. 25 1 (1976)). This author sets itself to derive Plank distributionfor the blak body without onsidering the quantum hypothesis of Plank (Einstein) ε = ~ω(both matters are of great importane in Physis). Therefore, he resorts to the �utuations ofeletromagneti �eld and some obsure analysis undertook by Einstein and Hopf on the energytransfer in statistial equilibrium.1 Had he sueeded, the author would have a notable suess:on one hand, zero-point energy would prove to be something that is really important (it would1The attempt is part of a larger �ideology� named Stohasti Eletrodynamis, setting itself to explain everythingand anything through �utuations and small �ikers of some universal and sub-elementary partiles (a movementalled bak then Zitterbewegung). This theory made even a minor areer and aroused many, and relatively volatile,imaginations. For instane, aording to it, the laws of Physis would be a �rule�, a �regulation� and these little



2 The Antiphysial Reviewexplain the blak body radiation), on the other hand, Quantum Mehanis would be something wean do without. Unfortunately, this author fails, of ourse, in his approah. Eventually, he obtainsPlank's distribution law and, with some onession, the law ε = ~ω, as well. The derivation madeby the author is valid not only for zero-point �utuations of the eletromagneti �eld but also forany other value of it, whih is quite disonerting.The ath is the lak of logi of these sorts of authors. Plank distribution is derived fromQuantum Mehanis. As well as the eletromagneti �utuations (as an aside, after using it,Quantum Mehanis is subsequently abandoned by suh authors). As a result, we have twodedutions of Plank distribution, one from Quantum Mehanis and the other from ClassialPhysis plus the eletromagneti �utuations. One party must oniliate the other one. Authorsof this aliber have a problem they disregard in their enthusiasm. However, Boyer's publiation isvery interesting due to the tehnial matters put into play. Unfortunately, it only sueeds to showus that, paradoxially, Quantum Mehanis is ompatible with Classial Physis and onsistentat that (as is also the latter). Suh authors are very lever but to what good? As it alwayshappens, the tragedy of those muh too lever resides in the fat that they get not only what theywant but also many other unwanted things, whih, atually, do not exist. In order to do Physis,leverness is, perhaps, neessary, some say it would be imagination, ulture, learning, spei�training, disipline, mathematis (the language in whih Newton, allegedly, was reading the bookof Nature and, aording to some, the only foreign language Galilei was aquainted with), othersassert this and that. Perhaps all these together are neessary. Nevertheless, they are not su�ient.Physis is something else altogether. If I were not modest (as I'm not) I would say, with all falsemodesty, that Physis is what I do when God put His hand on my head (I am just joking). Ofourse, I am well aware that this helps too little.But I really fail to see the motivation of suh an �ideology�: Quantum Mehanis is wonderful anduseful, energy, zero-point �utuations are important matters (although not as important as theseideologists fore us to believe), in general life is OK and there are many other extremely interestingreal problems whih are still outstanding. But none of them onern these authors' minds whihare full of many vain e�orts and idle runs, instead. Zero-point energy is assoiated with vauumpolarization and has notable e�ets: for instane, the eletri fore alled Casimir fore (or van derWaals-London), the small hange of energy levels (Lamb shift), et. We annot take energy out ofthe vauum and leave it empty in the literal sense of the word. Its energy is in�nite and the lawof onservation of energy would be meaningless then. It is true that two parallel metalli platesare drawn towards eah other with the Casimir fore of the quantum vauum and do splash whenthey ome into ontat; thus, we would obtain energy from the vauum from many suh splashes(a devie that suh authors were not late to patent) but where do we get separate metalli plates?Is it not too ostly to produe them separately? Hene, we would obtain an in�nite energy byapturing the gravitational energy of a ball that keeps rolling down from the peak of a mountain,while we keep rolling it bak again and again, like the mythologial Sisiphus. Akin to Sisiphus,those people' work is nothing but an exerise in futility.People believe that the eletron is spinning around the hydrogen nuleus and fail to understandwhy it stubbornly persists in doing this, instead of emitting its whole energy and ollapse on thenuleus. They do not want to admit that the eletron is not orbiting around the nuleus buthas a stable deloalized, movement. Therefore, H. Putho� tried to demonstrate, in Phys. Rev.D35 3266 (1987), that, while irularly orbiting the nuleus, the eletron ontinuously absorbs�ikers would embody the �free will�. We an easily realize how many heated minds would have twisted thisebullition if it had delivered us the promise of a Moral based on Physis. Without being touhed by the ompletefailure of this omplete approah, I onfess that I prefer a more narrow sope but lear matter to an absolute butblurry one. Paua sed bona.



The Antiphysial Review 3zero-point energy and ontinuously gives it o� and this self-regenerating yle that goes on andon, aounts for the eternal motion of the eletron around the nuleus. I only an say: yes, indeed!With a few objetions: the author walks on the narrow path of dipole approximation but whatabout going beyond it? Does he know what the result would be? Beause the Lorentz fore thathe so de�nitively relies on is wiked, and when push omes to shove it an leave you in the lurh.But, indeed, although there is no true orroborating evidene, in its motion around the nuleus,the eletron ontinuously absorbs and gives o� zero-point energy from and towards the vauumpolarization. The alulations in the aforementioned publiation are well-known and often invokedfor what is alled the absolute natural broadening of spetral lines. Both the absorption and theemitting of zero-point energy are equivalent in this ase with quantum deloalization. I fail tosee anything miraulous in this, exept for the �ideology�: what do we do with suh alulationsin the ase of exited states of atoms? What do we do with quantum transitions, with a neteletromagneti �eld above zero-point �utuations? Beause we just kinda make ourselves zero!A ghost is haunting the Europe of Physis sine long time ago: the ghost of the failure to graspthe Eletromagnetism. Eletromagnetism is a subtle siene (like all genuine Physis) that givesa lot of trouble to many. In his famous Letures, Feynman deidedly asserted that, when youlean more heavily on it, the Eletromagnetism starts to rak, it has an appalling weakness, asearing pain, an ith that burns it and eats away at it on the inside. More reserved and allthe more disonerting, the great Landau proved in blak and white that, when you lean on it,Eletromagnetism either does not exist or it is impossible. Those who grabbed the other day theNobel prize, by putting forward the same type of arguments but slightly topsy-turvy, proved thatquarks, namely our world, exist but they are not. Where is the solution? Are these people right?Is it really and truly so? But I will not tell you in order to make you to study Physis and �ndthe answers yourselves.Prompted by an intelligent obsession, the same author, Putho�, turned the problem upside downin a subsequent publiation: Phys. Rev. A40 4857 (1989). If zero-point energy aounts for theerrati motion of the eletron, then this one, in its turn, in an obliging and gentleman-like manner,generates and sustains zero-point �utuations. Indeed, the quantum motion is self-onsistent. So,what is so sienti�ally jaw-dropping in this book, as it attempts to suggest? And what is newand wonderful in it, what opens up unanny and undreamed-of horizons? What does is ontributeto the resue of humankind? Of ourse, apart from the well known quantum marvels. Thedogmati, fanati and dotrinaire imperialism is universal: in another publiation (Phys. Rev.A39 2333 (1989)), the same author, using the same alulations, proves that also gravity stemsfrom eletromagneti �utuations. No one and nothing esapes them. It only remains for thematter that has not a dipolar osillation, to dipolarly osillate. The eletron, for instane! `Causeit is gravitational too.In the �rst hapter of the book, the author pushes us to embrae the ideas that eletromagnetizero-point �utuations are miraulous, that they an provide us as muh energy as we want, thatthey form an universal oean in whih we are all interonneted, all with eah other and one withanother.In support of this enthusiasm � that I would all juvenilely naive but that is, however, propa-gandisti and sensational � the author brings the testimonies of some sienti� authors who areastounded and anaesthetized by their own minor suesses. Furthermore, none of the author'swishes an be substantiated, there is no novel sienti� �nding in the nie and ute publiationsof those small authors, exept for muh pro domo and a lot of ballyhoo, even if the latter is notmade, perhaps, deliberately. We do forgive them, for they do not know what they are doing norwhat they are saying.



4 The Antiphysial ReviewThe book ontinues by presenting the researhes of Fritz-Albert Popp who would have disoveredthat any living organism, as long as it is healthy, emits a very, very weak but oherent ultravioletlight. Biophotons. If the organism gets ill, this light turns o�. The wavelength of suh a lightwould be of 380nm, namely 3800Å. The more omplex the organism the weaker the light. (Arethere more diseases for a man than for a potato, for example? Probably). Coherene is theorganization of undulatory and osillatory proesses so that they have the same phase. Suh anorganization is often more favourable from energy standpoint and it frequently ours in lasers,for instane.2 In support of suh �theories� referenes to another one are sometimes made, namelyH. Frohlih's theory (Phys. Lett. A51 21 (1975), for instane) on some kind of oherene, phasetransition, arrangement et. in living tissues - the author himself does not know exatly what itis. I remember that this �theory� was in vogue in the `80s (as it was everything pertaining tobiophysis; it still is today, with a fous slightly shifted towards mediine; the stu�ed big shotsof the Planet, demand siene to make them healthy, immortal and young, to perform miralesand repair their bodily ravages aused by gluttony and lust, otherwise siene is useless; hene,the boom in geneti researh, stem-ells, pharmaeutials, et, et). Bak then, I also let myselfget arried away by the �biophysial� exitement, fever. It was a waste of time. Frohlih (whomI hold in great esteem for disovering harge-density waves in quasi-dimensional materials, theso-alled Peierls-Frohlih transition) does not know what he is talking about in these publiations.He has vague, numerous and obsure intuitions but with no onsisteny in their mathematialformulation. Even today there are many biophysiists who keep banging on endlessly aboutFrohlih oherene. These people are driven only by the desire � a hot one, even ardent I may say,but nevertheless powerless - to make �great disoveries to the bene�t of the ailing humanity� (asour writer Caragiale put it) and to take one, two or as many Nobel prizes as they an get theirhands on. However, this hapter too, mentions in all innoene (I quote in the bad Romaniantranslation of the book): �Si tot e avea nevoie era a alti eretatori, u dovezi experimentale,sa demonstreze um se putea sa �e asa� (an approximate translation of this paragraph wouldbe: �All that she needed was for other researhers to show, by experimental evidene, how thiswas possible to be so). Quite so! We ome with the ideas and others do all the work (one saysthat one this would have been the poliy of the Romanian delegation at a CMEA meeting - theCounil for Mutual Eonomi Assistane � with the � ideas� slightly hanged into something else).Further on, the book presents the areer of a relatively famous and ontroversial researher:J. Benveniste. Aording to him, hemial substanes exert a ertain ation upon the livingorganisms, ation that manifests itself even in the absene of the substanes in question due tosome eletromagneti print (of very low frequenies, in the range of 20Hz � 20kHz). And thushe invented the extreme homeopathy when, in the absene of the substane that was used, thee�et is provided, and even inreased, by the eletromagneti ghost of that substane, due tothe so alled �water memory�. Of ourse, for water to have memory it should have ontainedthe respetive substane, in the �rst plae. Beneviste was totally disredited by a team of threeinvestigators omprised of a mad editor, a harlatan of some repute and a frustrated magiianwho stirred up the publi opinion.It is true, at present the siene is a dogma (I didn't expet it!), if you are not �sienti�� noone pays attention to you, moreover, the �ere bully boys may even beat you! If people wouldjust know of how muh provisonality, how muh hypothesis, how muh inde�nitiveness, how muhimprovisation and how muh genuine modesty is made up this sound fabri of siene! I thinkwater memory as well as the previously mentioned biophotons are worthy to be seriously - butdispassionately � onsidered. Unfortunately, these matters are often disredited by their very2In this ontext, perhaps you will �nd useful the artile in Phys. Lett. A374 4848 (2010) by M.Apostol andM.Ganiu.



The Antiphysial Review 5own authors, through their bizarre and fany �theories� they put forward by word of mouth or inwriting. I remember that in 1989, two guys, Fleishmann and Pons, allegedly disovered, aordingto them, the �old� fusion. I studied the problem myself and found it interesting (palladiumexposed to hydrogen displays a strange behaviour and this fat was observed by hemists sine1930! or even earlier if I am not wrong). Meanwhile these two had already trumpeted a series ofsienti� enormities (�we need another Quantum Mehanis�, et, et), so that they were pushedinto a shadowy bakground, away from the publi eye whih is sensitive to sienti� blasphemies(I, for one, am not upset if we need another Quantum Mehanis; but it seems that these poorinompetents are really annoyed! The worse thing in the world is the quasi-intelletual, half-intelletual, that patheti speimen who, during his entire life, has only read a few (and bad)books, and who, on top of that, is stupid, evil and bumptious. Nowadays, the researhes on oldfusion are still arried out in a relatively disredited ommunity, in a rather seretive manner butit doesn't do to display your trust in this subjet at the omrades' fashionable meetings alledtoday onferenes, seminars, workshops and other sienti� get-together. It is simply mauvaisgoût. Numpties too an sometimes have re�ned tastes.�Zero-point energy� is invoked in the ase of both biophotons and water memory. Under its ationmoleules would resonantly ommuniate among them, produing �oherene domains� whih areative in the living matter at low frequenies. It is a whole story with this �oherene domains�,an idea originating with G. Preparata, in 1985 (under Weber's in�uene who pointed out theoherene in neutron sattering, et., et.), and further developed by Del Giudie's disiple andmany others. I did not esape this hallenge either. Coherent sattering does exist and I haveenouraged my olleagues in Magurele who are experimentalists to study this problem; followingtheir investigations they ould see the neutrino sattering in a sapphire rystal, as Weber also didin 1980 (though no one gave him redit; besides, a sapphire detetor is muh heaper and thusoutside the views of the �establishment� in the sienti� researh � low ost, low personal bene�t;moreover, it is not ours is theirs, and now is also of �the gypsies in Buharest�). Subsequently,under the in�uene of my �biophysial� environment in Magurele, I developed the oherenedomains. It was I who did this not those who previously boasted with them, but it doesn't mattermuh. These oherene domains are quite a strange thing in our Physis, I admit. But I fail tosee what will they lead to. But then again, who knows?Coherene is also invoked in �hologramati� thinking when the brain an see and understand inthe absene of the erebral matter, in telepathy, extrasensory pereption, lairvoyane, preog-nition (premonition), prayer, healing by touh, olletive mentalities (gregarious instint), et,et. Withes, magiians, popular spells, spies, et, loose all their romane (and their turnover).Two researhers, Dunne and Jahn, also made waves in suh matters (I remember that they wereseverely ritiized in a respetable sienti� journal, in 1990, by a Nobel prize winner who ausedthem of vitiating the statistis of Father Bayes; what a �ne piee of riti and what a �ne piee ofman, Father Bayes, but of no relevane to the problem). Tangentially onneted to the ohereneare also the non-loalization of a wave-funtion and the lak of ausality, both of them well-knownin Physis. People believe that Physis is mysterious and therefore they link the real experimen-tal mysteries to the �mysteries� of Physis. This hallenging, speulative and lever enterprise isapable to twist the mind of the ordinary man akin to the wiked fairies daning at rossroadsin the middle of night. The truth is muh more banal: Physis is full of wonders not mysteries;mysteries, worthy to be studied, belong to Nature, instead. But we love to indulge ourselves inthe idleness to study the latter and in the delight to savour the former. Besides, if something wereally-really like is not also spied up with a little mistery, the attration shrivels. Where wouldthe romane, the magi be? Let's not fall, God forbid, in triviality and drag our very greatestpleasure into it! It would be too dull. Therefore, we should dribble a little bit mystery over this



6 The Antiphysial Review�something� so dear to our hearts, we should obsure it, we should wrap it in the mist of theunknown. Of ourse, this ase is related to psyhoanalysis not to sienti� researh or to a soundmind.The end is the same as the beginning, the book returns to where it all started, at zero-pointenergy. This is why I liked this book. I am indebted to the two friends of mine who gave it to meand to whom, as a token of gratitude, I dediated these ommentaries.(Translated from the Romanian apr172 by Iulia Negoitza).© The Antiphysial Review 2012, apoma�theor1.theory.nipne.ro


